The Parable of the Salmon™ Intro
What can the beautiful salmon teach us about
our very human spiritual journey?
The remarkable salmon make an extraordinary journey from
saltwater to fresh water in order to spawn. They have a
courageous drive to reach the place of their birth, to face
whatever is thrown in their path to reach a location –
a place they recognize as home.

The stages of the salmon’s journey are a beautiful metaphor of the phases of our own
spiritual development. As we engage with The Parable of the Salmon, we begin
to recognize previously unknown distinctions about the spiritual path –
its stages, challenges and the extraordinary gifts along the way.
Join us in this new, unique, enlightening exploration to:


Begin learning how to locate yourself along the path



Make sense of your journey (including losses and hardships) through the clear
articulation of different stages



See what is possible in each distinct stage instead of what popular teachings say



Learn distinctions about the most effective spiritual teachings in each stage



Find out how this well-grounded work can assist us and our communities in living
together effectively and peacefully.

Date: Saturday, November 8, 2014
Time: 1:00 to 5:00 pm (sign-in and social gathering from 12:00 to 1:00)
Place: The Healing Collective (4231 Bellaire Blvd, Houston 77025)
Tuition: $75 ($50 for reviewers)
If you counsel or coach others, this introductory course can provide vital distinctions
to recognize when a client’s concerns may be a critical spiritual emergence.

Contact Monica Mullen
713-582-2585 – monica.mullen@yahoo.com
Nila Velchoff is a consultant, coach and workshop facilitator in the Language of Being, a technology for effective
living from profound peace while being fully engaged in the world. She has extensive training in Ontological
Mastership (the study of Being) and has led over 100 workshops and courses. After the loss in
2013 of her only child, Seth, Nila lives in devotion to the work she shares
with a very special message about what is possible for humanity.
Monica Mullen is a bodyworker, Life Coach and workshop leader with over 30 years of experience. She
has led hundreds of seminars and founded and operated a transformational training facility in Italy.
Monica is a student of Ontological Mastership.

